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ABSTRACT 
Symmetric Givens operations (A' ~ GAG T, G a Givens rotation matrix) are a 
basic tool in many matrix computations, especially for eigenvalue-eigenvector compu- 
tations. A graph-theoretic model of these operations i given for symmetric matrices, 
analogous to the graph-theoretic model of Cholesky factorization. Using this model, it 
is shown that unless there is "accidental cancellation," it is impossible to reduce a 
range of different matrix classes to tridiagonal form in o(n 2) Givens operations; these 
classes include arrowhead matrices, pentadiagonal matrices, and cyclic tridiagonal 
matrices. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Givens operations are a standard means of reducing matrices to tridiago- 
nal or Hessenberg form, or of maintaining that form. This is usually a first 
step to computing the eigenvalues and the Schur decomposition of the 
original matrix, since there are fast "chasing" algorithms for finding the 
eigenvalues of tridiagonal and of Hessenberg matrices. 
Thus symmetric Givens operations may be desirable as a means for 
rapidly finding eigenvalues of structured sparse matrices provided there is a 
way of rapidly reducing them to tridiagonal form (in the symmetric ase) or 
Hessenberg form (in the nonsymmetric case). Important special cases where 
this is approach as been considered are for symmetric arrowhead matrices 
(which arise in computing eigenvalues of a sequence of symmetric matrices 
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that differ by a rank-one update), and for banded symmetric matrices with 
bandwidth greater than three (such as pentadiagonal matrices). In both of 
these cases, it would be desirable to find algorithms using O(n), or at most 
o(n2), symmetric Givens operations, where n is the size of the matrix. 
However, as will be shown in the following sections, unless the algorithm 
exploits "accidental cancellation," it cannot be done. However, an O(n 2) 
algorithm for finding the eigenvalues of a symmetric arrowhead matrix can be 
found in [5]. The inability to set up an o(n 2) QR-type algorithm is discussed 
in [11. 
The graph-theoretic analysis developed here can be applied to a number 
of "chasing" algorithms for reducing matrices. These include the standard 
algorithm for eigenvalues of tridiagonal matrices [4, pp. 421-424] and 
Rutishauser's chasing technique for tridiagonalizing banded matrices [6]. A 
sequel will consider apparently new chasing algorithms which were discov- 
ered using graphical analysis. 
Throughout he remainder of this paper, A will be assumed to be a 
symmetric matrix. 
2. GRAPH-THEORETICAL MODEL 
It is assumed throughout that the matrix A is symmetric. A symmetric 
Givens operation on A is the transformation 
where 
T A' ~ J~j( o ) A]q( O ) 
J,j(o) = 
C " ' "  8 
- -S  " ' "  C 
where c = cos 0 and s = sin O. More formally, (Jij(O))kt = 1 if k - l and k 
is not equal to either i or j; (Jij(O))kl = cos 0 if k = 1 = i or ;=  1 =j ;  
(Jq(O))kl = sin 0 if k = i and 1 = j ;  (Jij(O))kt = -s in  0 if k = j  and 1 = i; 
and (Jq(O))kl = 0 otherwise. 
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The graph of a symmetric matrix G(A) is an undirected graph on n 
nodes where A is n × n matrix, with node i corresponding to row or column 
i of A. Nodes i and j are connected by a single edge in G(A) if aij ~ O. 
Such nodes are adjacent nodes, and this is denoted by i ~ j. Note that this 
graphical representation f the nonzero structure of A corresponds to that 
of George and Liu for sparse symmetric systems [3] and of Demmel and 
Gragg [2]. 
Consider the effects of such a Givens operations on the entries of A with 
k # i , j :  
a', a'ij a'ik c s aii au aik --s 
¢ ! ¢ 
l aji ajj ajk = -s  c aji ajj ajk c 
[a~, a'kj a'kk 1.][ak, akj akk 1 
c2aii + s2ajj + 2csaij (c  "2 - s2)ai j  + cs(aj j  - a,,) ca,k + sajk ] 
s2aii -- c2ajj -- 2csaij -saik A- Cajk ]. 
symmetric akk 
For general 0 this operation will introduce nonzeros in a' i ., and i n  a'ik if ' j 
ajk ~ O, and vice versa. However, as 0 is the only variable that can be chosen, 
unless there is "accidental cancellation," just one entry and its symmetric pair 
can be set to zero. This corresponds to the graph-theoretic operation on 
G(A) to get G(A'), which is called a Givens graph operation on the nodes i 
and j: 
(1) Add edge i~k  i fk~j .  
(2) Add edge j  ~k  i l k  ~ i .  
(3) Add edge i ~ j .  
(4) Delete one of  i ~ j ,  or i ~ k, or j ~ k for some k adjacent to i or j. 
This is illustrated graphically in Figure 1. It is assumed that the edge deleted 
is already in the graph G. Note that in this figure, the edge i ~ j  which 
determines the rows and columns to which the Givens operation is applied is 
a thick edge, while the new edges created (the "fill-in" in the matrix) is 
represented by the dashed edges, and the edge removed is marked by a cross. 
Note that unless there is "accidental cancellation," only one entry and its 
symmetric pair can be zeroed by a single symmetric Givens operation. This 
gives one immediate lower bound on the number of Givens operations 
needed to tridiagonalize a given irreducible symmetric matrix: it is the 
number of edges of the associated graph minus n - 1. 
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Fic. 1. Graph-theoretic model of symmetric Givens operation. 
This model can also be used to obtain the number of floating-point 
operations needed for a given sequence of Givens graph operations, and the 
amount of memory needed: computing the value of c and s to zero aik (for 
i,j ~ k) requires 5 flops plus a square root; applying the Givens rotation 
takes 15 flops for the diagonal entries, 5 flops for computing a'i. (if i ~ j  is 
not deleted), 3 flops for every preexisting edge i ~ 1 or j ~ ~ that is not 
deleted, 1 or 2 flops for every new edge, and no flops at all for the deleted 
edge. The use of fast Givens operations [4] can reduce, but not eliminate, 
these counts. The cost of a Givens operation is thus roughly O(deg i + deg j )  
flops and one square root. 
Memory requirements are also easily estimated from the graph model: 
the number of storage locations needed is equal to n (for the diagonal 
entries) plus the number of edges of G. 
Efficient algorithms therefore should keep the number of edges low and 
avoid operating on high-degree nodes. In matrix language this means that 
fill-in should be kept low, and rows and columns with many nonzeros hould 
not be operated on directly. 
3. TRIDIAGONALIZING AN ARROWHEAD MATRIX 
There has been a long-standing question about the possibility of tridiago- 
nalizing a symmetric n × n arrowhead matrix in o(n 2) symmetric Givens 
operations. It will now be shown that unless there is "accidental cancellation'" 
this is not possible. It is possible to create situations in which there is 
"accidental cancellation," but no algorithm using Givens operations has 
appeared to the author's knowledge that uses this. 
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In graph-theoretic terms, an algorithm for tridiagonalizing an arrowhead 
matrix would perform a sequence Givens graph operations that converts the 
n-node star graph to the n-node path graph, as shown in Figure 2. 
l_~t V(G) denote the set of nodes (or vertices) of the graph G, and E(G) 
denote the edges of G. Given any two nodes x and y of a graph G, the 
distance between these nodes [denoted c(x, y)] is the length of the smallest 
path between x and y in G. The crucial quantity to be considered is
6(c)= E dc(x,y). 
x, y~V(G) 
If G is disconnected, then we set oh(G) = + ~. 
THEOREM 3.1. If G' is obtained from G by a graph Givens operation 
and G is connected with more than one edge, then 
~b(G') ~< ~b(G) + 2(n - 1) 
and G' is a connected graph with more than one edge. 
Note that if G is the simple connected two-point graph, then it is possible 
to disconnect i using a single Givens graph operation, which is the basis of 
the Jacobi method. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a connected graph with more than one edge. 
Suppose that a Givens graph operation is performed on nodes i and j and 
that there is a node k (which can be j )  where edge i ~ k is removed from 
G t . 
n -star 
n -l~th 
FIc. 2. Star and path graphs. 
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It is first shown that G '  is connected with more than one edge. First, 
consider the case where k ~ j .  Then j ~ k and i ~ j  in G' .  Thus G '  has 
more than one edge and can be clearly seen to be connected, as any path 
containing the deleted edge i ~ k can be replaced by a path with i ~ j  ~ k. 
Now consider the case where k = j .  Then there must be a node l ~ i, j 
adjacent to either i or j in G, as otherwise, G is disconnected or only has one 
edge. After the operation, l ~ i and l ~ j ,  and again G'  has more than one 
edge. Since this is true for nodes l adjacent to i or j ,  G '  must be connected. 
Now consider ~b(G). To obtain the inequality, we need to consider 
de(x, y). Consider first the case where x, y ~ i, j .  It will now be shown that 
dc,(x, y) ~ de(x, y). Let x = x 1 ~ x 2 . . . . .  x d = y be a minimum- 
length path in G connecting x and y. 
If  i ~ k does not occur in the above path, then dc,(x, y) <~ de(x, y), as 
the above path still exists in G' .  If i ~ k does occur in the above path, then 
the cases k = j  and k ~ j  must be considered. If k = j ,  then there is a 
subpathu  ~ i~ j=k  ~v inGwhereu  :~vandu,  v ~ i , j , k .  Suchapath  
can be replaced by either u ~ j  ~ v or u ~ i ~ v in G' ,  and dc,(x, y) < 
de(x, y). 
I f  k -~ j, then there is a subpath of the path from x to y of the form 
u ~ i  ~k  ~v where u :~v and u,v ~ i ,k .  If u = j ,  then the subpath 
u = j  ~ i  ~k  ~v in G can be replaced by the subpath u = j  ~k  ~v in 
G' ,  so dc,(x, y) <~ de(x, y). If v =j,  then the subpath u ~ i ~ k ~ j  = v 
in G can be replaced by u ~ i ~ j  = v in G', so dc,(x, y) <~ de(x, y). If 
u ,v  ~ j ,  then the subpath u ~ i ~ k ~ v in G can be replaced by u ~ j  ~ 
k ~ v in G', so dc,(x, y) <~ de(x, y). 
We now consider the case where one of x and y is equal to one of i and 
j.  Since the situation is symmetrical in x and y, we consider the cases where 
x=i  or x = j .  
If k = j, then by symmetry, take x = i. The distance between x and y 
will not be increased by the operation unless i ~ k = j  occurs in the path 
from x = i to y in G. If this is true, then either y = j ,  or there is a subpath 
x = i ~ j = k ~ u with u ~ i in G. If y = j,  then there is an additional node 
u ~i , j  which is connected to i or to j in G. Then there is a path 
x = i ~ u ~ j  = y in G' .  Thus dc,(i, j )  <~ de(i, j )  + 1 in this case. Suppose 
now that y ~ j  and that there is a subpath x = i ~ j  = k ~ u with u ~ i in 
G. Then this can be replaced by x = i ~ u in G' .  Thus if k =j, da,(x, y) <~ 
de(x, y) unless x = i, y = j ,  or vice versa. Thus, if k =j,  qb(G') <~ d~(G) + 
2. Since n > 1, ~b(G') ~< ~b(G) + 2(n - 1). 
Now consider the case where k ~ j .  In the subcase x = j ,  we have 
dc,(x,y) > dG(x , y) only if i ~ k is on the shortest path from x to y. This 
can only occur if there is a subpath u ~ i ~ k ~ v of a shortest path in G 
with u, v -~ i, k and u :~ v. If u = j = x, then this subpath can be replaced 
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by u = j  = x ~ k ~ v in G ' .  I f  u # j = x, then this subpath can be replaced 
byu  ~ j  ~k  ~v inG' .  
In the subcase x = i, we have dc,(x, y) > de(x, y) only if i ~ k is on 
the shortest path from x to y. Then there must be a subpath x = i ~ k ~ u 
in G with u :~ i, k. I f  u = j  then this subpath can be replaced by x = i ~ j  
= u in G' .  I f  u # j, then this subpath can be replaced by x = i ~ j ~ k ~ u. 
Thus da(i, y) <<, de,(i, y) + 1 for all y ~ i. This is the only case for k ~ j  
where there is a possible increase in the length of the shortest path between 
nodes. Since there are at most n - 1 nodes y # i, this implies that ~b(G') ~< 
~b(G) + 2(n - 1), counting both de(i, y) and de(y, i). 
Thus, 
~b(G') ~< ~b(G) + 2(n  - 1) 
in all cases, as required. 
In application to the problem of tridiagonalizing an arrowhead matrix it 
suffices to show that ~b(n-star) = 2n(n - 1) and ~b(n-path) = n(n 2 - 1) /3  
~ nZ/3 for large n. This establishes the result: 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  there is no "'accidental cancellation," then for suffi- 
ciently large n, it takes at least 
q~( n-path ) - ~b( n-star ) n(n - 5) n 2 
2(n  -- 1) 6 6 
symmetric Givens operations to reduce a symmetric arrowhead matrix to 
tridiagonal form. 
This can be compared with the number  of Givens operations required in 
Zha's algorithm [7], which is (n -  1 ) (n -  3)/4--which, as expected, is 
always larger than the lower bound given above. Asymptotically, Zha's algo- 
rithm requires ~ n~/12 more Givens operations than the lower bound. 
Whether  an asymptotic improvement to Zha's algorithm can be made (or 
1 equivalently, whether the given constant g is asymptotically sharp) is unclear. 
These results can be extended to a range of other matrix classes. One class 
is that of symmetric pentadiagonal matrices; these are symmetric banded 
matrices with all nonzeros in entries ( i , j )  where li - j l  ~ 2. The correspond- 
ing graph on n nodes is the n-path but with the nodes distance two apart 
connected. This is illustrated by Figure 3. 
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FIG. 3. Graph for pentadiagonal matrix. 
Since the average distance between odes in the pentadiagonal graph is 
nearly half that of the simple path for large n, it follows that the difference 
between ~b(n-penta) nd ~b(n-path) is ~ n3//6, and reducing the pentadiag- 
onal matrix of tridiagonal must take at least ~ n2//12 symmetric Givens 
operations. 
Another example is the n-cycle, which corresponds to a tridiagonal matrix 
together with a single entry in the top right-hand entry and its symmetric 
pair. Again, the cyclic structure roughly halves the average distance between 
nodes, and so the reduction of even a cyclic tridiagonal matrix to tridiagonal 
form takes ~ n2//12 symmetric Givens operations to convert it to tridiagonal 
form (that is, assuming that there is no "accidental cancellation"). 
4. EXTREMAL PROPERTIES 
In this section we show that the path on n nodes maximizes ~b(G) over all 
connected graphs on n nodes. 
THEOREM 4.1. The unique graph G on n nodes that maximizes ~b(G) 
over connected graphs on n nodes is the n-path. 
Proof. Given a connected graph G on n nodes, if an edge is deleted 
without disconnecting the graph, then the set of possible paths is reduced, 
dG(x, y) cannot decrease, and so ~b(G) is nondecreasing. In fact ~b(G) 
strictly increases ince the distance between the two nodes of the deleted 
edge must have distance greater than one after the deletion. Thus a maximiz- 
ing graph is a tree. Now suppose that such a graph G has a node x of degree 
greater than two. Let p denotes its degree, and the subtrees remaining after 
removing x be denoted by G1, G 2 . . . . .  Gp ordered so that IV(GI)I >/IV(G2)I 
>1 "'" >1 IV(Gp)I. This is illustrated in Figure 4. Then let G' is the graph 
obtained by deleting the edge between G 1 and x and replacing it by an edge 
from the same node of G l to the corresponding node of Gp. By some simple 
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X 
FIG. 4. Operation on tree. 
calculations, 
p-1  
~(G') = ~(G) + E IV(Gk)IIV(G1)I -[V(Gp)IIV(G,)I +lv(G,)l 
k=2 
= ~b(G) ÷IV(G1)I(1 p-1 I) + ~Z Iv(Gk)l--lv(Gp) > ~(G). 
k=2 
The bracketed quantity is strictly positive, since p > 2 and IV(G2)I >/IV(Gp)I. 
Thus the maximizing connected graph on n nodes is a tree with no node 
having degree more than two. The only such graph is the path on n nodes, as 
required. • 
5. "ACCIDENTAL CANCELLATION" 
In Section 2 the assumption was made that "accidental cancellation" does 
not occur. That is, with each Givens operation, at most one initially nonzero 
entry and its symmetric pair can be zeroed. Of course, it is easy to contrive 
examples of matrices and Givens operations which give rise to just this sort of 
cancellation. Perturbing the nonzero entries of such examples, however, 
breaks such cancellation in general, and the graph-theoretic model is again 
justified. In fact, all algorithms using Givens operations (to the author's 
knowledge) make use of the nonzero structure of the matrices, but do not 
make use of deeper structural dependencies amongst the nonzero entries. 
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Since an algorithm is made up of a sequence of Givens operations, it is 
possible to create structural dependencies which can be used to apparently 
violate the graph-theoretic model. For example, if a Givens operation is 
performed on a matrix A which results in more than one edge being added 
to the graph of the resulting matrix A', then applying the inverse Givens 
operation will eliminate more than one nonzero from the graph of A' (at 
least in exact arithmetic). 
However, creating such numerical dependencies in order to exploit them 
later does not seem to be a fruitful method for designing algorithms, and, in 
the author's opinion, it is very doubtful that any improved algorithms could 
be designed using this. 
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